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1. Introduction 
This paper defines and studies the uniform homotopy groups of a 
Hausdorff uniform space Y with subset A. These groups are invariants 
of uniform homotopy type, and as specified in § 2 they may be considered 
as being intermediate between the absolute homotopy groups of Y and 
the relative homotopy groups of (Y, A). The uniform homotopy groups 
together with the usual ones may be arranged in exact sequences defined 
in § 4 1 ). Finally § 6 shows by means of a simple example that these 
groups are non-trivial. Apart from this last paragraph the article is 
essentially a condensation of the second half of the author's thesis [1], 
directed by Professor Ky Fan, whose very helpful advice the author 
gratefully acknowledges. This paper is thus a continuation to [2], although 
it is practically independent from it. 
2. Definition of the groups 
Let In be the unit n-cube O<;x1<l for l<i<n, x1=0 for i>n in 
Hilbert space. Similarly In denotes the lower n-cube O<:Xt< l for 
l < i < n- l ; - l < Xn < 0; Xt = 0 for i > n. Their boundaries in Euclidean 
Rn are denoted by Jn, ln respectively. Some non compact subsets of 
the upper cube In are also used in the definition of the groups: for n > l 
and O<.p<n let: 
£n,p={x EinJO<x1<l for l.;;;;i,;;;p, x1=! for p<j<.n} 
and put In·P=In-£n,p. We shorten In,p U In as lnP; and In U In 
as Kn, with boundary Jtn. All these sets are u-ANR's (cf. [2], Thms 5 
(Cor), 4 and 6). 
If Xi, Yt(i = l, ... , m) are subsets of the uniform spaces X, Y the 
symbol f:(X, X1, ... , Xm) ~-+ (Y, Y1, ... , Y m) will denote au-map f: X~ Y 
such that f(Xi) C Y, for l <i <.m. The set .f7 of all u-maps satisfying 
such conditions will be indicated by {(X, X 1, ... , Xm) ~ (Y, Y1, ... , Y m)}. 
A relative u-homotopy is one such that h1 E .f7 for 0 < t < 1. If ho = f 
1 ) The author is indebted to Professor H. CARTAN for pointing out the way of 
writing the branched exact sequences of [l] as standard exact sequences involving 
direct sums. 
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and h1 = g, then f and g are said to be u-homotopic relative to ~' in 
symbols f ~ g rel ~. 
Consider a uniform space Y with subset A and base point a EA. For 
0 < p < n the u-maps from InP into Y forming the set 1!!1 nP ={(I nP, In. P, Jtn)~ 
(Y, A, a)} may be added in the usual fashion: 
(/+g)(x) = ~ f(2xb Xz, ... , Xn) 
( g((2x1-1, X2, ... , Xn) 
for O<;x1<i 
for !<x1< 1 
1for x E InP. Observe that for instance (f+g)(i, f, ... , !) is not defined, 
although /(1, }, ... , i)=g(O, t, ... , i)=a. 1!!/nP is partitioned into u-homo-
topy classes by the equivalence relation f ~ g rel 1!!1 nP; the class of f is 
denoted by [/], and we may define an addition of classes by adding 
representatives: [/]+ [g]= [f+g]; the set of classes of u-maps in 1!!/nP, 
together with this addition, form a group, denoted by nn,p(Y, A, a), 
and called the n, p dimensional relative u-homotopy group. Observe that 
In,a=jn is compact so that any continuous map defined on Inn is a 
u-map and as a consequence nn,n(Y, A, a) is isomorphic to the usual 
relative homotopy group nn(Y, A, a). For p=O the set nn,o(Y, A, a) 
of classes of u-maps in 1!!1 no does not form a group in general. For the 
sake of completeness one may define In.-l=In; then the u-homotopy 
classes of u-maps in l!!ln-l={(In-l,In,Jtn)~-+ (Y,A,a)} can be put in 
1- 1 correspondence with the homotopy classes of continuous maps from 
(In, jn) into (Y, a), and the correspondence is an isomorphism from 
nn,-l(Y, A, a) onto the usual absolute homotopy group nn(Y, a). One 
may thus think of the relative uniform homotopy groups of a uniform 
space as being intermediate between the usual absolute and relative 
homotopy groups, with the homomorphism from nn(Y, a) into nn(Y, A, a) 
being decomposed into n+ 1 steps; the image of nn(Y, a) in nn,p(Y, A, a) 
(O<p<n) is the subgroup of classes having representatives extensible 
over In U In. 
One can also define other uniform homotopy groups, that are related 
to the usual absolute homotopy group nn (A, a) in the same way as the 
above defined groups are associated to the usual relative homotopy 
group nn(Y, A, a). As before, for n;;;. 1, the u-maps dn,p= {(In.P, jn) ~-+ 
(A, a)} are partitioned into equivalence classes by the relation f ~ g 
rel dn,p, and for P> 1 these classes form a group denoted nn,p(A, a); 
it may be called the n, p dimensional absolute u-homotopy group of A. 
It is easily seen to be isomorphic to nn,p(A, A, a). 
The usual proof shows that the uniform homotopy groups are abelian 
for n > 2 and p > 2; and if one considers the base point a as. variable in 
A one can establish that they form a local system of groups in the sense 
of Steenrod, using an extension theorem for u-homotopies ([2], Thm 10). 
Also, u-maps of spaces induce homomorphisms of the uniform homotopy 
groups, that are thus invariants of uniform homotopy type (with the 
obvious definition). 
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3. Homomorphisms 
The groups of classes of u-maps in the sets dn= {(In, in)~ (A, a)} and 
qyn={(In,in) ~~ (Y,a)} are isomorphic to the usual nn(A,a) and nn(Y,a) 
respectively. 
The cube In is shifted onto In by s: In-+ In defined by 
s(x~, ... , Xn-1, Xn)=(X1, ... , Xn-1, Xn+l). For f Edn,p and g Eqyn we 
define ffg Eqynv by 
(ffg)(x) = ~ f(x) 
( go s(x) 
for Xn:>O 
for Xn<:O 
Then ffg u-extends both f and go s. If one designates with a any constant 
function that is identically equal to· a, then for f and g as above the 
extensions ffa and afg are called the trivial extensions of f and g. If one 
identifies the maps in .91n,p and q!Jn with their trivial extensions, then 
.9/n,p C q!JnP and q!Jn C q!JnP; iff E .s:>~n is identified with (f!In.v) E .9/n.v, 
then .9/n C .91n,p for p<n; finally it is clear tnat .s:>~n C q!Jn. These 
inclusion relations do not hold for the corresponding groups, because 
of the different equivalence relations. 
For n;;;,2 and O<p<;n we consider now five types of homomorphisms 
among the above four types of groups. 
Let i be the identity map i: (A, a)-+ (Y, a); for f E .s:>~n the resultant 
i of E q!Jn; this induces a homomorphism in of nn(A, a) into nn(Y, a). 
For f E qyn the identity map j: (Y, a, a)-+ (Y, A, a) composed with 
the trivial extension off gives j o (a/f) E qy nP; this induces a homomorphism 
jn,p of nn(Y, a) into nn,p(Y, A, a). 
For f E .s:>~n the restriction f!In,p is in .9/n.v, this induces a homo-
morphism kn,p of nn(A, a) into nn,p(A, a). 
For f E .91n,p the identity map l: (A, A, a)-+ (Y, A, a) combined with 
the trivial extension of f gives l o (ffa) E q!JnP, this induces a homo-
morphism ln,p of nn,v(A, a) into nn,p(Y, A, a). 
For f E qy nP its restriction of= f!In-1 to the middle plane Xn = 0 of the 
double cube belongs to .s:>~n-1; a homomorphism on,p from nn,p(Y, A, a) 
into nn-1(A, a) is thereby induced. 
4. Uniform homotopy sequences 
For each non-negative integer r, those uniform homotopy groups for 
which n-p=r, plus the absolute homotopy groups of Y and A, with 
the corresponding homomorphisms, may be arranged in the following 
uniform homotopy sequence 
... -+ nn+l,p+l(Y, A)~~ nn(A) ...'E.~ nn(Y) EB nn,v(A) .J!.~ nn,v(Y, A)~ ... 
where cp consists of the pair of homomorphisms (i, k) and "P is the 
difference homomorphism j -l. 
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Theorem. The uniform homotopy sequences are exact 
The proof has the usual six parts. To shorten notation, let on, p( ·) 
be the image of :rcn, p( Y, A )'under o; similarly for the other homomorphisms. 
Exactness at :rtn,p(Y, A). - (i) An element IX E :rtn,p(Y, A) is in o-1 (0) 
if and only if it has a representative FE 1!!/nP such that Fjin-1=a; the 
proof of necessity requires extending a u-homotopy (cf. [2], Thm 10). 
Now F~af(F!In)+(Fjin,p)farell!!/nP; the class of the first term is in 
in,p( • ), that of the second one in ln,p( · ), hence o-1(0) C 1p( · ). 
(ii) Conversely, for f E .Jdn,p obviously {l o (ffa)}jin-1=a, hence 
l(.) C o-1(0); and similarly j(.) C o-1(0) so that 1p(.) C o-1(0). 
Exactness at :rcn(Y) E9 :rcn,p(A). - (iii) Given any f E .Jdn one can easily 
see that aff ~ (fjJn,P)fa rel 1!!/nP. This means that for all ~X E :rcn(A), 
ji(~X) =lk(~X), in other words 1Jl<p(~X) = 0. 
(iv) In order to show "P-1(0)C<p(·), let fJ+yE:rcn(Y)EB:rcn,p(A) be 
such that j(fJ) = l(y); there exist then /I E qyn and f2 E .Jdn. P such that 
[f!]=tJ, [/2]=y, and in :rtn,p(Y, A, a): [affl]= [/2fa]. Let h(XI. ... , Xn; t) 
be a u-homotopy in 1!!1 nP which for t = 0 coincides with hfa and for t = l 
with af/1. Define g E .Jdn by: 
for l<Xn< l 
for 0<Xn<! 
and call [g]=±~X E:rcn(A). Then because of the u-homotopy hone can see 
that /2~gjJn,p rei .Jdn,p i.e. k(~X)=y, and /I~g rei Wn, i.e. i(~X)=tJ. 
Before proving exactness at :rcn(A) we need a definition and a lemma. 
Two maps f, g E .Jdn are said to be p-almost homotopic (in symbols 
I~ g rei .Jdn) if there exists () E {(Jn+I,p, Jn xI) --'4 (A, a)} such that 
O(x1, ... , Xn, O)=l(x) and O(x1, ... , Xn, l)=g(x). In other words, there is a 
u-homotopy () connecting f and g, with Ot E .Jdn for all O<t< l, except 
for t=!, for which 01 E .Jdn,P. 
Lemma. - Let f,gedn. Then f ~ g rel .Jdn if and only if (fjJn,p-1) ~ 
~ (gjJn,p-1) rel .Jdn,p-1. 
The proof is obtained by performing two suitable deformations of the 
unit square O.;;;;xp< l, O.;;;;t.;;;; l. (cf. [l] p. 57:ff). 
Exactness at :rcn(A). - (v) If [!1] is in the image of On+1,p+I, there 
exists IE W:+I such that f!In=g, and considering llln+I as a homotopy 
with parameter t=Xn+I + l one has g ~ 0 rel wn. Similarly, considering 
f!Jn+I,p+l as a ~p+ I)-almost homotopy one has g 21,.t} 0 rel .Jdn, hence 
by the lemma gjJn,p ~ 0 rel .Jdn,p. Thus [g] E i-1(0) r\ k-1(0) =<p-1(0). 
(vi) Conversely, if this is true, one has the above homotopies, and 
these can be put together to form an f E w:ti such that o[/]= [g]. 
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5. An equivalent definition 
The uniform homotopy groups may also be defined without explicit 
reference to u-maps. 
Let us consider the absolute groups of the Hausdorff uniform space Y, 
whose uniquely defined completion we denote by Y. The continuous 
maps forming the set ~n.p={(In, In,P, Jn) ~ (Y, Y, a)} may be added 
as usual; the relation f ~ g rei ~n.p (continuous homotopy) is an equiv-
alence relation, and for p > l the classes form a group that for the time 
being we denote ~.v(Y, a). We assert that this group is isomorphic 
to the uniform homotopy group nn,p(Y, a). In fact, given an £X E n~.v(Y, a), 
any representative map f E ~ n, pis uniformly continuous by the compacity 
of In, hence the restriction to In,p represents an element of nn,p(Y, a) 
that we denote by «p(£X). Then «p is a well defined mapping; it is onto 
because, In,p being dense in In, any uniformly continuous g: (In.P, Jn)-+ 
(Y, a) has a continuous extension over In with values in Y, and it is 
easily seen to be a monomorphism. 
Hence we may identify these two groups under the same notation 
nn,p(Y, a). An analogous definition for the relative groups may be based 
on the consideration of the continuous maps in the set 
{(Kn, In, In.P, Jtn) ~ (Y, Y, A, a)}. 
6. Non triviality 
In order to show that the uniform homotopy groups are non trivial we 
consider a simple example [3]. Let the space Y be a copy of In,q (cf. § 2); 
roughly speaking a closed n-cell with an open q-cell (q..-;;;;n) removed from 
its interior. We assert that the groups nn-l,p-1(Y) are non zero for p<q, 
zero for q<,p..-;;;;n. 
For the proof it is convenient to take Y with center at the origin of 
a system of coordinates (y1, ... , Yn). Thus let Jn be the n-cube of sides 
-l <Yt<. l, i= l, ... , n with boundary Jn; and 
Q={y EJnl-l<yc<l for 1..-;;;:i..-;;;;q; Y1=0 for q<j..-;;;;n}. 
Q is placed in Jn as Ln,q is placed in In; hence we call Jn,q the set Jn- Q, 
that we take as our Y. We also shorten Ln,p as PC In. We choose a 
point a on Jn, say a=(l, t, ... , !) and similarly b={l, 0, ... , 0) on Jn. 
First we prove: 
Proposition: For p<q any essential map f:(Jn, a)-+ (Jn, b) cannot 
be extended to a map F: (In, In,p, a)~ (Jn, Jn,q, b). 
Since f is essential, its extension F must be onto the "solid sphere" Jn. 
Hence F(In,p) C Jn,q would imply that F(P) J Q and the proposition 
may be restated thus: even if an extension over In with values in Jn 
could be found, behaving as a Peano function on P so that the image 
of P covers Q, there would exist points in the complement In,p of P 
mapped into Q. 
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For q=n, Jn,q=jn so that the extension would map the completion 
In of ]n,p onto jn, a contradiction. In the general case the proof consists 
in showing that if an extension F exists, another extension tP: (In, a) __,.. 
(Jn, b) can be constructed that is not onto Jn. 
Denote by Q1 the q-cube of sides ( -!, !) concentric with Q and by 
O=F-l(Q) n P (the bar means closure). Let Q' be a triangulation of 
Q of mesh < i such that the boundary of Ql in Q is a subcomplex of it; 
and let 0' be a triangulation of 0 such that F :0' __,.. Q' satisfies the star 
condition. Then FjO has a simplicial approximation cp :0' __,.. Qp' with 
values in the p-skeleton Qp' of Q'. 
Since 0 is closed in P and Q is a cube, by Tietze's theorem cp can be 
extended to a (j;:P __,.. Q. For any x E In let x' = (x1, ... , Xp, !, ... ,f) E J5 
and put F(x') = (y', y") where 
y' = (y1, ... , yq, 0, ... , 0) E Q and y" = (0, ... , 0, yq+l, ... , Yn); 
define then !p(x') = ((j;(x'), y"). This is a continuous function of x E In, and: 
(1) for x E 0 
then 
cp(x') =If( X); 
(2) the vector v(x)=cp(x')-F(x') is parallel to Q, 
(3) for x E 0 is x' = x and the segment [!p(x'), F(x')] is in the least 
dimensional simplex of Q' containing F(x), hence it is of length < i 
(mesh of Q'). 
Let n(x)=2 max {t, jv(x)j}, then 1/n(x) is a continuous function on 
In with values in [0, 1], and by (3): 
( 4) 1/?J(X) = 1 for x' E 0; 
(5) in any case 1/?J(X)·jv(x)j<l· 
The sets D=F-l(Qt) and jn are closed in In and disjoint; hence: 
(6) there exists a Urysohn function ();In__,.. [0, 1), equal to 0 on jn 
and to 1 on D. 
Thus the point 
t:P(x) = F(x) + ~~=; (!p(x')- F(x')) 
is a continuous function of x on In. Three cases are possible: 
A. If F(x) E Q (hence x E 0), then for the x such that F(x) E Qt is()= 1 
and by {1) and (4) tP(x)=cp(x)EQp'; if F(x)¢Q1, by (3), (4), (6) 
and the way Q' was chosen: t:/J(x) ¢ Q1• 
B. If F(x) ¢ Q, by (2) t:/J(x) ¢ Q. 
C. If F(x) E Q n Jn, by (5) t:/J(x) ¢ Q1. 
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In any case no point in the open simplices of dimensions p + 1, ... , q 
within Q1 is an image under (/J. For x E in the factor fJ makes (/J = F = f 
so that (/J extends f. 
Still, some values of (/J may fall outside of Jn, so we finish with a 
retraction e of an !-neighborhood of Jn in Rn onto Jn; the resultant 
eo (/J maps Jn into Jn and retains all the stated properties of (/J. This 
gives the announced contradiction and establishes the proposition. 
Since any homotopy h: (Jn-1, Jn-1,p-1, jn-1) xi-+ (Y, Y, b) ending in 
the constant b function can be factored into a map such as F, the 
considerations of § 5 show that any essential f represents a non-zero 
element of nn-l,p-t(Y). This proves the first assertion on nn-t,p-t(Y), 
the second one is obvious. 
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